Very Hungry Greeting Cards

The Very Hungry Caterpillar is making cards for his friends. You can too! Just cut out these cards, color them in, write in your names, and pass out to all your very hungry friends!

To: ___________________________

From: ___________________________

To: ___________________________

From: ___________________________

To: ___________________________

From: ___________________________


Caterpillar ABCs

The Very Hungry Caterpillar knows the alphabet! Cut out these twenty-seven circles and glue them together to make a very long caterpillar. Draw in your caterpillar’s face and write out each letter of the alphabet, one letter per circle. Do you know every letter of the alphabet?
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Colors, Colors, Colors

Next to each color listed below, write down all the matching foods you can think of. Then pick your favorite food in each group!

Green: ___________________________

Purple: ___________________________

Yellow: ___________________________

Red: ___________________________

Blue: ___________________________

Orange: ___________________________


Fruit Match-Up

Can you sound out these words and match them with the right fruit? Draw a line from the fruit to its matching name.

Apple

Pear

Strawberry

Orange


Draw the Caterpillar

Are you an artist? Draw your very own caterpillar!


Counting Fruit

Help the Very Hungry Caterpillar count the fruit! How many pears do you see? How many strawberries? How many apples? How many pears? How many nice, green leaves?

Answer: 2 pears, 6 strawberries, 3 apples, 2 leaves
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